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Abstract

Introduction: Rhinoviruses (RV) and enteroviruses (EV) are among the main

causative etiologies of lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI) in children. The

clinical spectrum of RV/EV infection is wide, which could be explained by diverse

environmental, pathogen‐, and host‐related factors. Little is known about the

nasopharyngeal microbiota as a risk factor or disease modifier for RV/EV infection in

pediatric patients. This study describes distinct nasopharyngeal microbiota profiles

according to RV/EV LRTI status in children.

Methods: Cross‐sectional case–control study, conducted at Hospital Sant de Déu

(Barcelona, Spain) from 2017 to 2020. Three groups of children <5 years were

included: healthy controls without viral detection (Group A), mild or asymptomatic

controls with RV/EV infection (Group B), and cases with severe RV/EV infection

admitted to the pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) (Group C). Nasopharyngeal
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samples were collected from participants for viral DNA/RNA detection by multiplex‐

polymerase chain reaction and bacterial microbiota characterization by 16S rRNA

gene sequencing.

Results: A total of 104 subjects were recruited (A = 17, B = 34, C = 53). Children's

nasopharyngeal microbiota composition varied according to their RV/EV infection

status. Richness and diversity were decreased among children with severe infection.

Nasopharyngeal microbiota profiles enriched in genus Dolosigranulum were related

to respiratory health, while genus Haemophilus was specifically predominant in

children with severe RV/EV LRTI. Children with mild or asymptomatic RV/EV

infection showed an intermediate profile.

Conclusions: These results suggest a close relationship between the nasopharyngeal

microbiota and different clinical presentations of RV/EV infection.

K E YWORD S

enterovirus, intensive care units, lower respiratory tract infection, microbiota, rhinovirus

1 | INTRODUCTION

Lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI) is one of the major causes of

morbidity and mortality among children under 5 years old, represent-

ing the second cause of death worldwide in 2019.1 Rhinoviruses (RV)

and enteroviruses (EV) are among the main causative etiologies of

LRTI in children,2 even during the COVID‐19 pandemic.3 They are

RNA viruses belonging to the genus Enterovirus of the family

Picornaviridae. More than 200 types of RV and EV known to infect

humans are currently classified into three species of RV (RV‐A to C)

and four of EV (EV‐A to D).

The clinical spectrum of RV/EV infection ranges from asympto-

matic or mild symptomatic presentation to severe disease requiring

respiratory support in pediatric intensive care units (PICU).2 This

variability could be explained by several factors. Viral coinfection has

been suggested to influence the severity of RV/EV infection,

although there is no consensus in the literature about its role as a

single factor for worse clinical outcomes.4 Nonetheless, most of the

published literature does not focus on specific viral coinfections as a

factor of severity, and this could be different depending on the viral

etiology.4 In this sense, a recent study from our group that focused

on the role of viral coinfection in the specific scenario of RV/EV

infection showed that virus codetection appears not to be decisive to

cause severe LRTI in young children in a PICU setting.5

Regarding bacterial coinfection, studies have shown that RV/EV

infection in children is associated with increased detection of potential

pathogenic bacteria in the respiratory tract (Streptococcus pneumoniae,

Haemophilus influenzae, and Moraxella catarrhalis), causing increased risk

of LRTI and asthma symptoms.6 However, most of this research focused

on bacterial‐viral has been centered on single pathogenic organisms due

to their microbiological culture‐based nature.

Nowadays, increased recognition is being paid to the bacterial

nasopharyngeal microbiota as an important factor that could

determine the severity of viral LRTI.7 As it could either prevent the

host to viral infection through a barrier effect or, on the contrary,

predispose to infection by facilitating viral invasion.8 Conversely, the

viral infection could facilitate colonization and pathogen bacterial

overgrowth in the respiratory tract, by modulating the immune

responses and susceptibility to bacterial invasion.9 In this regard, it

has been described that RV/EV infection in adult patients diagnosed

with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease alters the naso-

pharyngeal microbiota and could precipitate bacterial infections.10

Although RV/EV has often been described as a colonizer in

asymptomatic children by some authors,11 there are very few studies

elucidating if there are changes in nasopharyngeal microbiota

associated with RV/EV infection severity in pediatric patients.

Microbiota analysis could help to distinguish if RV/EV infection in

those asymptomatic or mild symptomatic cases has implied some

pathogenic changes with respect to healthy noninfected children.

The primary objective of this study was to characterize and

compare the nasopharyngeal microbiota profiles in children with

severe RV/EV LRTI, children with asymptomatic or mild RV/EV

infection, and healthy children without viral detections.

Our underlying hypothesis was that there was a close relation-

ship between the nasopharyngeal microbiota composition and

different clinical presentations of RV/EV infection.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design and population

This cross‐sectional case–control study was conducted at Sant Joan

de Deu Barcelona Children's Hospital (HSJD), a reference university

medical center located in Barcelona, Spain. This medical center

provides health care services to a pediatric population of ≈400,000
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and has a 28‐bed PICU. Cases were prospectively recruited from

December 2017 to March 2020. Controls were enrolled from routine

well‐child check‐ups and from the Emergency Department. Cases

were frequency‐paired by age range (<3, 3–11, >11–23, and

>23months) and gender with the controls.

Three groups of children less than 5‐year‐old were thus defined

for the study: (I) A control group (Group A) of healthy children

without viral detection; (II) a control group (Group B) of asympto-

matic children or with mild symptomatic–upper respiratory tract

infection (URTI) (respiratory symptoms with/without fever, but not

requiring hospital admission) and microbiological RV/EV detection in

the nasopharyngeal aspirate (NPA); (III) and a case group (Group C) of

patients with LRTI (bronchiolitis, bronchospasm/viral wheezing, and/

or pneumonia) admitted to the PICU with microbiological RV/EV

detection in NPA. Admission criteria for the PICU were respiratory

failure requiring invasive (IMV) or noninvasive mechanical ventilation

(NIV); high flow oxygen therapy with FiO2 greater than or equal 0.6;

or hemodynamic instability.

Inclusion criteria for cases and controls were (I) meeting the

case/control definition described above; (II) having signed informed

consent by the parents or legal guardians; and (III) not presenting

comorbidities (prematurity, immunodeficiency, congenital heart

disease, and chronic lung disease). Exclusion criteria were (I) exposure

to antibiotics for more than 24 h either just at the moment of sample

collection or in the last month before hospital admission.

Relevant epidemiological and microbiological data were recorded

from each participant.

2.2 | Laboratory and bioinformatic procedures

NPA samples were collected from all children according to the

standard operating procedure established at the study site.5 Naso-

pharyngeal secretions were aspirated using a catheter connected to a

vacuum source. The mucus collected within the catheter was then

eluted by the aspiration of 1.0 mL sterile phosphate‐buffered saline

(PBS). The sample was aliquoted and conserved at −80°C until further

microbial analyses. Microbiological data included respiratory viral

species detection, determination of species of RV/EV for RV/EV‐

positive sample, and nasopharyngeal microbiota characterization.

Total DNA was extracted from NPAs by the automated system

NucliSENSeasyMag (BioMérieux) following the manufacturer's

instructions.

The presence of viral respiratory infections in NPAs was tested

by Allplex™ Respiratory Panels Assays 1, 2, and 3 (Seegene Inc.)

targeting 16 viruses (rhinovirus/enterovirus, adenovirus, bocavirus,

coronavirus, metapneumovirus, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)

types A and B, Influenza virus types A and B, and Parainfluenza

virus types 1, 2, 3 and 4).

Nasopharyngeal microbiota was characterized by 16S rRNA gene

sequencing. Specifically, the V3–V4 hypervariable region were

amplified and sequenced using Illumina MiSeq. 2 × 300 bp (Illumina)

as previously described in the 16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library

Preparation protocol (https://support.illumina.com/documents/

documentation/chemistry_documentation/16s/16-metagenomic-library-

prep-guide-15044223-b.pdf). A total number of 15 negative controls

were sequenced along with the samples included in the study for

further contamination control.

Quality of sequencing data was assessed with the FASTQC

toolkit. All further bioinformatic data analyses were conducted

using R programming language. Amplicon sequence variants (ASVs)

were binned and quantified using the DADA2 package12 in R using

the ribosomal data project set 16 taxonomic reference database.13

As part of the DADA2 pipeline, before paired‐end read merging,

forward and reserve reads were trimmed at positions 10/10 and

280/230 starting and ending positions, respectively, to improve

read quality.

Decontam package14 was used to identify potential kit reagents

and environmental contaminants in the 15 sequenced negative

controls (13 extraction and 2 polymerase chain reaction controls) so

they could be further removed from nasopharyngeal participant

samples. Following the default Decontam prevalence approach, we

only considered real contaminants those ASVs whose mean relative

abundance among negative controls was higher than in naso-

pharyngeal samples. Additionally, reads that were not assigned to

kingdom bacteria or were classified as such, but no further taxonomic

resolution was reached were excluded. Finally, only nasopharyngeal

samples with a minimum sequencing depth of 10,000 reads were

considered.

Alpha diversity metrics (Observed and Chao1 for richness, and

Shannon index for diversity) were calculated at the ASV level after

rarefying samples at 10,000 reads using the Phyloseq package.15

Nonrarified samples were used for further analyses at higher

taxonomic ranks collapsing reads either at the genus or species level

using the Phyloseq package.16 Beta diversity analyses included

ordination analyses using nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS)

and Bray–Curtis ecological distance over nonfiltered bacterial genera

abundance matrix. Differences in overall composition were tested

with permutational analysis of variance using adonis2 function from

Vegan package16 in R. Before differential abundance testing, bacterial

genera and/or species were filtered by having at least 0.5% relative

abundance in five samples. Differential abundance of bacterial taxa

between pairs of groups was tested using analysis of compositions of

microbiomes with bias correction17 on raw reads matrix. The

significant threshold for differential abundance was set to 0.05 and

log2 fold change value higher or equal to 2. Pairwise correlations

between bacterial genera were tested using Spearman's correlation

over the relative abundance matrix. p Values were adjusted using

false discovery rate method and significance threshold was set

to 0.05.

Categorical variables were assessed with the χ2 or Fisher test if

expected values were below 5. Continuous variables were described

as median and interquartile range (IQR) values and were further

analyzed using Kruskal–Wallis test. Statistical analysis was performed

with SPSS v22.0 software (IBM Corp). A p < 0.05 was considered

statistically significant.
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2.3 | Ethical considerations

The institutional ethics board approved the study (id PIC 146‐17) and

informed consent was obtained before obtaining samples from

parents and/or legal guardians. All information collected has been

treated confidentially and in accordance with applicable laws on

personal data.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study population

A total number of 114 participants (57 cases and 57 controls) were

initially recruited. Four cases and six controls were excluded because

there was previous exposure to antibiotics. Therefore, the final study

included 104 participants: 17 healthy controls (Group A), 34 mild/

asymptomatic controls (Group B), and 53 PICU RV/EV cases (Group

C). Main epidemiological, demographic, and microbiological variables

were described inTable 1. For reference, there were 38 patients with

chest‐X‐ray opacities in Group C, and in 9 of them antibiotics were

started because bacterial superinfection was suspected (fever > 38.5°

C, chest‐X‐ray opacities and either C‐reactive protein > 60mg/L or

procalcitonin > 1 ng/mL) but none of them had a culture‐confirmed

invasive bacterial infection. Overall, Group C showed higher

proportion of delivery by C‐section (p = 0.027), higher RSV detection

(p < 0.001), higher percentage of subject's recruitment during winter

season (p = 0.043), and lower percentage of subjects with at least one

dose of mandatory vaccinations (p < 0.001). Regarding the specific

RV/EV species detected, no differences were found between groups.

3.2 | Nasopharyngeal microbiota and RV/EV
infection

Alpha‐diversity analysis revealed differences in terms of bacterial

richness and diversity between groups. Group C showed significantly

lower bacterial richness (Observed—p = 0.009 and Chao1—p = 0.009)

and diversity (Shannon—p = 0.036) compared to Group A (Figure 1).

Although not statistically significant, Group C also showed trends for

lower richness (Observed—p = 0.057, Chao1—p = 0.058) and diversity

(Shannon—p = 0.070) compared to Group B (Figure 1).

Beta‐diversity analysis revealed differences in the nasopharyngeal

microbiota composition of children according to their RV/EV infection

status. An ordination analysis at the bacterial genus level revealed

significant differences in overall composition between groups (ANOVA

R2 = 6.8%/p = 0.0009) (Figure 2A, top) with a gradient from Groups A to

C along the X‐axis of the ordination plot (Figure 2A, bottom). A more

detailed analysis on the taxa contribution of the axes showed a

remarkable gradient of genus Haemophilus abundance increasing from

left to right (from Group A to C) (Figure 2B). Other abundant bacterial

genera with a more even distribution along the X‐axis included

Moraxella, Streptococcus, among others (Figure 2B).

Mean relative abundance (±SD) of bacterial genera between

study groups (Figure 2C) showed that the nasopharyngeal microbiota

of Group A was dominated primarily by genusMoraxella (35.0 ± 34.8),

followed by Streptococcus (18.1 ± 24.1), Dolosigranulum (mean

17.6 ± 28.7) and Haemophilus (15.3 ± 28.2). Group B was dominated

by Haemophilus (33.6 ± 37.8), Moraxella (31.6 ± 35.0), and Streptococ-

cus (19.5 ± 27.1), followed far behind by Staphylococcus (5.8 ± 23.1)

and others. Group C was even more dominated by Haemophilus

(50.9 ± 38.8), Moraxella (24.0 ± 30.4), and Streptococcus (14.5 ± 27.1).

A more detailed profiling per sample can be found in Supporting

Information: e‐Figure 1.

A differential abundant test showed that among all pairwise

comparisons (Group A–C), genus Dolosigranulum was consistently

more abundant in those subjects from Group A compared to any of

the RV/EV + groups, irrespective of their symptomatology/disease

severity (Figure 3A). On the other hand, genus Haemophilus was

consistently found to increase in those subjects from Group C both

compared to Groups A and B (Figure 3A). Similar findings were found

at the species level (Figure 3B), with increased Dolosigranulum pigrum

and Dolosigranulum unclassified in Group A, and H. influenzae and

Haemophilus unclassified in Group C. Of note, an unclassified species

within genus Staphylococcus (identified as Staphylococcus aureus by a

blast search against the NCBI 16S rRNA/ITS database) was also

found increased in Group A compared to Group C.

Haemophilus, Moraxella, and Streptococcus not only compromised

the topmost abundant bacterial genera in our study population, but the

latest two showed a negative correlation to the former (Supporting

Information: e‐Figure 2). Positive correlations were found between

Corynebacterium and Dolosigranulum, as well as amongst other bacterial

genera usually found in the oral cavity including Acinomyces, Rothia,

Granulicatella, Porphyromonas, Fusobacterium, Alloprevotella, Gemella,

Prevotella, and Veillonella (Supporting Information: e‐Figure 2).

A specific analysis was performed to identify changes in

microbiota richness, diversity, and bacterial genera composition

related to the potential confounders unequally distributed between

the study groups (RSV coinfection, type of delivery, seasonality, and

having received at least 1one dose of mandatory vaccinations). RSV‐

infected children did not show differences in either alpha diversity or

bacterial genera composition compared to RSV noninfected children,

yet this comparison was restricted to Group C. Differences were

neither observed between children delivered by c‐section and those

who had a vaginal delivery, nor between those recruited at winter

and those included from other seasons. On the other hand,

mandatory vaccination was associated with higher bacterial richness

and diversity; however, no significant changes were observed in the

main bacterial genera abundance.

4 | DISCUSSION

During the last years, several publications have raised the importance

of the bacterial nasopharyngeal microbiota as a factor that could

determine the severity of viral LRTI. However, scarce evidence has
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TABLE 1 Main epidemiological and microbiological characteristics of study groups.

Total (N = 104) Group A (N = 17) Group B (N = 34) Group C (N = 53) p Value

Epidemiological characteristics

Age range (months old) 0.111

<3 53 (51%) 5 (30%) 17 (50%) 31 (58%)

3–11 25 (24%) 6 (35%) 6 (18%) 13 (24%)

>11–23 7 (7%) 0 (0%) 4 (12%) 3 (6%)

>23 19 (18%) 6 (35%) 7 (20%) 6 (12%)

Gender, male (%) 63 (61%) 9 (53%) 20 (59%) 34 (64%) 0.690

Birth weight, kg, median (IQR) 3.2 (2.9–3.6) 3.2 (2.9–3.7) 3.2 (2.9–3.6) 3.2 (2.9–3.5) 0.720

House surface per inhabitant, m2, median (IQR) 22.5 (16.9–27.1) 22.9 (18.9–28.7) 20.0 (17.5–25.0) 22.5 (16.0–27.5) 0.597

Seasonality, samples collected during winter seasona (%) 47 (46%) 7 (41%) 10 (32%) 30 (57%) 0.043

Race, Caucasian (%) 70 (76%) 13 (76%) 16 (73%) 41 (77%) 0.912

Delivery mode, C‐section (%) 33 (32%) 3 (18%) 7 (21%) 23 (44%) 0.027

Breastfeeding (%) 82 (79%) 13 (76%) 27 (79%) 42 (79%) 0.966

Breastfeeding duration, months, median (IQR) 2 (1‐6) 3 (0.5‐6) 2.5 (0.8‐10.7) 1 (1‐4.7) 0.601

Schooled (%) 21 (20%) 5 (29%) 10 (30%) 6 (11%) 0.063

Parental smoking (%) 34 (33%) 7 (41%) 10 (29%) 17 (33%) 0.700

Superior educational level (%) 68 (76%) 13 (81%) 17 (81%) 38 (73%) 0.681

Mandatory vaccinations (at least one dose)b (%) 51/56 (91%) 11/12 (92%) 23/23 (100%) 17/21 (81%) 0.086

LRTI in the last month (%) 11 (11%) 1 (6%) 2 (6%) 8 (15%) 0.312

Microbiological characteristics

DNA/RNA other viral detections by multiplex PCR (%) 41 (47%) 11 (32%) 30 (57%) 0.027

Human respiratory syncitial virus (A and B) (%) 23 (26%) 1 (3%) 22 (41%) <0.001

Human metapneumovirus (%) 6 (7%) 1 (3%) 5 (9%) 0.397

Human coronaviruses (OC43/229E/NL63) (%) 2 (2%) 2 (6%) 0 (0%) 0.150

Human parainfluenza viruses (1, 2, 3, 4) (%) 4 (5%) 1 (3%) 3 (6%) 1

Human influenza viruses (A and B) (%) 1 (1%) 1 (3%) 0 (0%) 0.391

Human adenovirus (%) 10 (12%) 6 (18%) 4 (7%) 0.179

Human bocavirus(%) 2 (2%) 2 (6%) 0 (0%) 0.150

RV/EV species (%) 0.492

EV‐A 1 (1%) 1 (3%) 0 (0%)

EV‐B 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 1 (2%)

RV‐A 37 (42%) 15 (44%) 22 (41%)

RV‐B 9 (10%) 2 (6%) 7 (13%)

RV‐C 30 (35%) 11 (32%) 19 (36%)

Noncharacterized 9 (10%) 5 (15%) 4 (7%)

Note: Statistically significant p values are marked with bold.

Abbreviations: DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; EV, enterovirus; IQR, interquartile range; LRTI, lower respiratory tract infection; PCR, polymerase chain
reaction; RNA, ribonucleic acid; RV, rhinovirus.
aWinter season: samples collected between January 1 and March 31.
bOfficial vaccination calendar in Catalonia, Spain includes: diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (DTaP]), poliovirus, hepatitis B virus, and Haemophilus influenzae

type b, meningococcal group B and pneumococcal conjugate vaccines.
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been published in the specific scenario of RV/EV infection. This study

addresses the characterization of different nasopharyngeal micro-

biota profiles in children according to this infection and its severity.

In terms of bacterial genera composition, in the nasopharynx of

our study population topmost abundant players were Moraxella,

Haemophilus, Streptococcus, and Dolosigranulum. This finding is in line

with previous publications showing that during the first year of life,

when the nasopharyngeal microbiota is most unstable, initial

colonizers such as Staphylococcus, Dolosigranulum, and Coryne-

bacterium are gradually replaced by common pathobionts including

Moraxella, Streptococcus, and Haemophilus.18 Also, in line with

previous literature, other bacterial genera found in our data set, yet

with lower abundance, included commonly bacterial genera found in

the oral cavity of healthy children.19

Regarding differences according to RV/EV infection status and

its severity, children with severe RV/EV LRTI had a nasopharyngeal

microbiota significantly less rich and diverse than healthy controls.

Moreover, severe RV/EV infection was also significantly associated

to a lower abundance of Dolosigranulum and a higher abundance of

Haemophilus. Interestingly, children with mild or asymptomatic RV/

EV infection showed an intermediate profile between the other two

groups with less Dolosigranulum abundance than the healthy control

group, but also trends for higher richness and significantly less

Haemophilus abundance than the severe RV/EV group. This result is

of special interest because RV/EV infection, even in patients with

asymptomatic infection, in whom it could be considered a coinciden-

tal detection, is associated with changes in bacterial nasopharyngeal

composition. This fact would cast doubt on defining as healthy

patients those asymptomatic children carrying the virus, but further

longitudinal studies focused on this population are needed to

elucidate if these changes are long‐standing and have clinical

consequences.

These findings are in line with previous reports by our group,

describing significant reductions in bacterial richness and diversity in

the microbiota of respiratory diseases such as invasive pneumococcal

disease (IPD),20 Bordetella infection,21 and similar to the ones found

by other authors regarding URTI22 or asthma,23 among others. Lower

Dolosigranulum abundance associated to disease states in children

has also been previously reported.24,25 Dolosigranulum is a genus with

only one specie known so far, D. pigrum.26 D. pigrum belongs to the

group of lactic acid bacteria, a heterogeneous group of bacteria that

produce lactate as the main metabolite from glucose.26 These

bacteria have been detected mainly in the gastrointestinal tract,

where they exert numerous beneficial functions for human health.26

The colonization of the upper respiratory tract by these bacteria has

been defined as a protective factor against respiratory infections,

asthma, and exacerbations of chronic respiratory diseases.20,27,28 Of

note, in this study, we did not only describe reductions in the

abundance of Dolosigranulum with RV/EV infection (regardless of

disease severity) but also its positive correlation to genus Coryne-

bacterium, a known commensal of the respiratory microbiota,29,30 and

their negative correlation to genus Streptococcus31,32 which includes

S. pneumoniae, a common opportunistic pathobiont in children. These

negative correlations with S. pneumoniae were also observed in

previous studies by our group,20,24 and in the literature.33 This could

allude to the existence of antagonistic interactions between both

F IGURE 1 Alpha diversity metrics (observed richness, Chao 1 estimator and Shannon diversity index) between study groups. Boxplots
showing richness (observed and Chao 1) diversity (Shannon) metrics by study groups (Group A [green], Group B [orange], and Group C (dark red).
Nonadjusted p values for pairwise comparisons are shown as regular lines if <0.05 or dashed lines if 0.1 > x > 0.05. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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F IGURE 2 Overall nasopharyngeal bacterial genera composition between study groups. (A) Principal coordinates (PCoA) ordination analysis on
Bray–Curtis ecological distance matrix calculated on complete bacterial genera abundance taxa (top). Each dot represents a sample and it is colored
based on study group (Group A in green, Group B in orange, and Group C in the dark red). Boxplot below shows coordinates from axis 1 (NMDS1)
from the ordination plot above. Nonadjusted p values for pairwise comparisons are shown as regular lines if <0.05 or dashed lines if 0.1 > x> 0.05. (B)
Bacterial genera abundance filtered by a minimum of 0.5% relative abundance in at least five samples and ordered from most to least mean abundant.
Each dot represents a sample colored by its study group (Group A in green, Group B in orange, and Group C in the dark red). A local regression (gray)
shows the relation between the bacterial families’ relative abundance and the samples’ distribution on Axis 1. (C) Bacterial genera filtered by a
minimum of 0.5% relative abundance in at least five samples. Mean relative abundance per group is calculated and shown in each barplot. Bacterial
genera not passing the abundance filter are grouped into the “Others” category. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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bacteria in the nasopharynx of children as a possible mechanism for

the prevention of IPD. Moreover, studies have been carried out in

animal models that advance a future clinical application of these

observations. In vivo mouse models have shown an increased

resistance to pneumococcal infection in those mice in which D.

pigrum was administered intranasally, as well as differential cytokine

production and a reduction in lung damage.34,35

In addition to decreased Dolosigranulum abundance, severe RV/

EV infection in our study showed increased Haemophilus abundance.

Higher Proteobacteria abundance, specifically genus Haemophilus, has

also been linked to many respiratory diseases such as childhood

asthma36,37 as well as to increased incidence38 and symptom

severity39 of viral infections. In a small experimental longitudinal

series of young adults,40 RV/EV infection was associated to a very

significant increase of Haemophilus bacterial load, which is in line with

our findings. A similar Haemophilus dominant profile has been also

observed in children with severe bronchiolitis and RV infection.41

Regarding RSV infection, Mansbach et al. showed that clearance

of RSV during bronchiolitis was more likely to be reduced in subjects

with a Haemophilus dominant profile.42 A more severe RSV disease

has been associated with a nasopharyngeal microbiota profile

enriched in H. influenzae and Streptococcus.42,43 However, it is worth

noting that in our study RSV infection, which was only detected in 1

(3%) mild/asymptomatic controls and in 22 (41%) cases, did not relate

to significant changes neither on alpha diversity nor bacterial genera

differential abundance within our RV/EV case group. Therefore, we

have not observed the high dominance of Streptococcus reported by

others in RSV severe cases. We speculate that this fact could imply

that RV/EV + RSV coinfection has differential features in reference to

RSV bronchiolitis.

Vaccination strategies have also been reported to have beneficial

effects through the modulation of commensal nasopharyngeal

microbiota.44 In our study, the subgroup of children subjected to

mandatory vaccination was characterized by increased bacterial

richness and diversity. These results are aligned with those of

previous studies by our group20 and in the literature,45 suggesting

that the microorganisms from the surrounding environment (for

instance, the oral cavity) might occupy the nasopharyngeal niche left

by bacteria serotypes included in vaccines. Of note, cases in our

study were less vaccinated than controls and showed lower bacterial

richness and diversity, as well as decreased Dolosigranulum abun-

dance, reinforcing the potential beneficial effect of vaccination.

This study presents several limitations. First, the study popula-

tion was small but of similar size to previous studies examining these

relationships in respiratory contexts.46 Second, due to the cross‐

sectional case–control design, no causality could be established from

the outcomes, only associations, and no follow‐up could be made on

changes in the nasopharyngeal microbiota after PICU discharge.

In conclusion, different nasopharyngeal microbiota profiles

according to RV/EV LRTI status in children were characterized in

F IGURE 3 Differentially abundant bacterial taxa by RV/EV infection status and severity. Pairwise differential abundance analysis on
bacterial taxa per study groups (A, B, and C). Bacterial genera (A) and species (B) filtered by a minimum of 0.5% relative abundance in at least five
samples. Log2F is shown along the X‐axis and taxa are colored based on their taxonomic classification. EV, enteroviruses; RV, rhinoviruses.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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our study. Richness and diversity were decreased among children

with severe infection by viruses from the genus Enterovirus.

Nasopharyngeal microbiota profiles enriched in genus Dolosigranulum

were related to respiratory health, while genus Haemophilus was

specifically predominant in children with severe RV/EV LRTI.

Children with mild or asymptomatic RV/EV infection showed an

intermediate profile. These findings suggest a close relationship

between the nasopharyngeal microbiota and different clinical

presentations of RV/EV infection.
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